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Opening the Books 
by Andy Stanley 

 
 
 Well, today we’re beginning a brand new series and we’re talking about – are you ready 
for this—balance. Now here’s what we’re going to do, because talking about money makes some 
of you nervous. We’re going to begin this series by talking about the laws – I call them the laws 
of physical balance and there are three, and if you understand the laws of physical balance, it’s 
going to be much easier for you to think properly in terms of financial balance. So, if you don’t 
come back and you don’t like anything else you hear and you’re really not into the God and the 
church thing – if you will remember these three things and begin to weave your financial 
thinking through these three laws, it will help you tremendously. 
 
 The first law of balance is what I call the reference point. Whenever you’re balancing 
something you have to have a proper reference point, and as long as I stay focused on the top of 
this pole, it’s easy to balance. If I look away, I lose balance; even if I look at my hand, it’s harder 
to keep balanced, but as long as I have the proper reference point, it is easy to balance. If you 
have ever known anyone or participated in competitive cheerleading when they do those 
amazing stunts and you have seen some girl like four people up and she is standing on 
somebody’s hand and you are thinking, “How do they do that?” The person on the top of the 
stunt is told to find a stationary point and make that your focus, and as long as you keep your 
focus there; as long as you have the proper reference point, you will be able to maintain balance. 
At the end of today’s message I’m going to tell you what the proper reference point is for all of 
your finances; for all of your life and if you will keep your focus there, you will be able to 
maintain balance. Isn’t that great? That was probably worth getting all dressed up and coming 
for, right?   
 
 The second law of balance is constant corrections. You have to make constant 
corrections, right? If you look at my hand, constant corrections, constant corrections. Right. You 
can’t keep it still; you have to make constant corrections. If you have ever tried to walk over a 
board or a plank over a creek – have you ever done that? You’re in the woods and you’re 
following somebody or you have to get across the creek and there’s like a branch and what do 
you do? You put your arms out and you do what – you make constant corrections. You’ve got a 
point of reference, you are going to look right where you’re going and then you will make 
constant corrections. Or maybe more appropriate for you, if you have ever been pulled over by 
the police and they draw that white chalk line or they take you over to a line and they say, “We 
want you to walk that line,” and you go over to that line and you put your hands out, and let me 
just say this; if you have to put your hands out in order to walk a straight line, you might as well 
go ahead and get in the back seat with the German Shepherd because it’s over for you. OK? But, 
you know what I mean – whenever you walk – in other words, we all know when keeping 
balance we have to make constant corrections. That’s the second law. 

The third law is whenever you’re balancing something, you have to have a clear 
objective. In other words, I’ve got to know what I’m doing. I’m trying to keep this pole vertical. 
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I’m trying to get across the creek. I’m trying to go home in my car and not to the precinct in his 
car. You have to have a clear objective. What is it you’re trying to do? These are the three laws 
of balance and, if you will learn to weave these three laws into your finances, you will be 
financially balanced.  
 
 Now, here’s the trick. If I were to violate any of the laws of balance while I’m holding 
this pole, what happens immediately? The pole falls. That’s right. If I violate – in other words if I 
forget what I’m trying to do, if I don’t have the right point of reference or if I’m not making 
constant corrections, the pole falls immediately. If you violate any of the laws of balance in your 
personal finances, do you know what happens immediately? Nothing. Nothing. This is why 
many of us have spent seasons of our life violating financial principles, ignoring the laws of 
balance in our finances and there have been no immediate consequences. Consequently, we don’t 
do anything about it. You start bad financial habits in your teens and your twenties, through 
college, as a single coming to Atlanta, you get a good job, you have plenty of financial margin. 
You can go for several seasons of your life violating financial principles, being way out of 
balance, and not feel any immediate affect. That’s what is so deceiving about this because the 
laws of personal finance don’t follow the law of Pinocchio. Remember Pinocchio? Every time he 
would tell a lie, what would happen and when did it happen? It happened immediately. If your 
nose grew every time you told a lie, immediately you would quit telling lies. Besides, what’s the 
point? Everybody knows you are lying; your nose grew. OK? So, if every time you looked at 
things you shouldn’t look at, your eyes got bigger, you would quit looking at things you 
shouldn’t look at. You’d go to the airport with blinders on or you would have somebody lead you 
or something. Right? If every time you heard something or listened to something on purpose you 
shouldn’t listen to, your ears got bigger, you would be careful what you listened to. If every time 
you said something you shouldn’t say, your mouth got you know – the point is, where there are 
immediate consequences as human beings, we do something about it every single time. We learn 
to avoid things. 
 
 In the realm of personal finances, the laws of finance don’t operate by the law of 
Pinocchio. They operate by the law of the harvest, and the law of the harvest says I’m going to 
sow now but I’m going to reap when? Later and it rhymes with later. Greater. That’s right. Later 
and greater, see you just kind of get those. OK? You are going to sow now, you are going to reap 
later, and you are going to reap greater. That’s how the law of finances is. That’s how finances 
work, like the law of the harvest. If two farmers decide to go out to their fields and one plants the 
seed and one doesn’t plant his seed, a week later they both have the same to show for their effort 
or their lack of effort because the law of the harvest is all about later and greater. This is why in 
our current financial climate many people are looking at their immediate decisions and 
wondering,  “What am I doing wrong and what have I been doing wrong?” when actually it’s not 
something that has happened currently, it’s just that our current economic situation has 
exacerbated or speeded up or shortened. People are facing the consequences of decisions, bad 
decisions they have made for many, many, many, many years. In some cases, since they began 
managing their own money. There are always consequences in life when things are out of 
balance. 
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 Now, the other thing that you need to know is personal finance also doesn’t follow the 
law of fairness. If you have ever had this thought or you have ever said this out loud, maybe you 
were beating the steering wheel while you said it, maybe you were kicking a hole in the door 
while you said it, maybe you were screaming it at God, but if you have ever thought or said as 
you looked at your bills; as you drive home from your job or you look at your income versus 
what you owe and you ever thought or said, “It’s not fair; it’s not fair,” you are exactly right. 
Finance does not follow the rule of fairness. It hasn’t been fair, it won’t ever be fair, it’s not even 
going to get any fairer. In the history of the world several people within the realm of their 
influence in different countries have tried to make personal finances fair; Mau and Marx and 
some others have tried to make it fair, and what they discovered is even when they could control 
the laws of a nation they couldn’t make it fair. That money doesn’t follow the fairness trail. It’s 
never going to be fair. But it can be balanced. Fairness would require someone else to control the 
world around me; balance is something that I can create within the realm of my personal finances 
if I know the laws of balance and if I know how to apply those in the arena of personal finance. 
The truth is we don’t want fair. We want opportunity. We don’t want fair; we want to know that 
we can make decisions and face the consequence of our own decisions. We don’t really want 
fair; we want to be free financially. We want to have margin financially. It’s not about fair. It’s 
about taking personal responsibility and regardless of where you are or where you have come 
from or what your personal background is in terms of how you handle your money, you can 
bring balance to your personal finances. 
 
 Now, the other thing about balance. When a person’s finances are out of balance and 
what I mean by that will become clearer as we go along; when they are out of balance and you 
are not sure what to focus on; you are not sure why you got money to begin with and what’s the 
point of handling money or you don’t know how to make the right kind of corrections; when 
things are out of balance, there are always consequences. Sometimes – and this is a little bit 
tricky to explain – sometimes the consequences of being out of balance financially show up in 
the sphere of your finances, but sometimes being out of balance financially shows up in other 
arenas as well. Now if you grew up in a home where your mom and dad argued about money or 
you are part of a mom and dad who argue about money or you have an older brother who is 
married and he and his wife argue about money; my hunch is that if we were to be able to look 
into the details of their financial world, here’s what we would discover. There’s probably enough 
money but there’s not balance. Couples argue about money and in my experience as a pastor and 
I’ve talked to many, many, many, many people. I’m not a very good counselor but I’m a pretty 
good listener, and I get great sermon illustrations from counseling sessions; that’s why I do them. 
Don’t call me and I try not to use the real names but every once in a while just for fun I throw 
one out there. Just kidding. I don’t really do that. In my discussions through the years with 
engaged couples and pre-marital counseling and with lots and lots of people who came in with 
money problems, I’ve never – and this is just my experience, I’ve never talked to a couple that 
didn’t make enough money; they didn’t have enough cash flow but I’ve talked to lots of couples 
that were at odds in terms of a value system; were at odds in terms of how to manage money; 
were at odds in terms of how they viewed debt; were at odds in terms of how they thought about 
saving; were at odds in terms of how they should organize their personal finances; in every case 
these were men and women whose personal finances were out of balance. They didn’t really 
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have a financial problem but they had a marriage imbalance that was the spin-off of being out of 
balance financially. 
 
 The other place where this will creep up is where you came from a home where there was 
a view or sort of perspective or an approach to personal finances and as a result of that you came 
out of a home where you inherited or you adopted an approach to finances. If you grew up in a 
home where mom and dad just used credit irresponsibly, it’s very easy for you to abuse credit, 
and again you inherited a system, and whereas it may not have created a financial problem for 
your parents because they had plenty; it has created a financial problem for you and you don’t 
understand it because you’re doing exactly what your parents did. But you know things aren’t 
right. Why? Because they allowed you to leave home with an improper view of finances. For 
those of us who are parents, if we are out of balance at home, we are creating in our kids a 
propensity to be out of balance when they are managing their own finances. If kids grow up in a 
home where they never hear mom and dad talk about how their Christian values or their God 
values intersect with how they manage their money, chances are they are going to grow up with 
an unbalanced view of finances. If kids grow up in a home where they never hear parents 
discussing should we buy this or should we support that, should we do something for us or 
should we take this same money and do something for someone else, then you probably have 
grown up in or you are raising your kids in an imbalanced environment when it comes to 
personal finances. If there’s never a correlation between what we pray for and how we manage 
our money, chances are you are raising kids or you grew up in a home where there’s an 
imbalance in terms of how you manage your personal finances. 
 
 And sometimes that conflict or those consequences show up in a financial realm; 
sometimes they show up in relational realms and oftentimes both. Now, if you are a college 
student or you are single, I’m telling you, this is so important and let me try to explain this as 
well. If you are out of balance in the way you manage your personal finances as a single person, 
OK, there are already some consequences because you are feeling the pressure of the credit 
cards, you are feeling the pressure of got too much stuff and not enough margin, you are feeling 
the pressure of you know what? I really want to give more and I saw this thing about these kids 
in Africa or I heard about this opportunity and in my heart, in my heart I was generous but when 
it came down to writing the check I wasn’t so generous and I don’t feel good about that. You are 
aware that there is some imbalance in terms of how you approach personal finances and as a 
single person it is somewhat manageable, but let me just tell you what, when Sally who is out of 
balance as a single person meets Bill who is out of balance as a single person and they bring their 
out of balance together and get married, it’s not 1 plus 1, you know it’s 1 to the 20th power. It 
becomes – I am not sure that makes sense mathematically; sorry, it becomes an exponential 
pressure, and where we see just incredible chaos in homes is when people are newlyweds and 
here’s the interesting thing, we have so many guys and girls that will move in together and their 
reasons are always the same. No one ever says, “Well, it’s for the sex.” They don’t say that. 
They say, “This is going to save us money,” and they bring their dysfunctional finances together 
thinking that well it’s just going to get better and it doesn’t get better and they are like, Where is 
this pressure, where is this chaos coming from?” Here’s what you need to know. Being out of 
balance in one stage of life and taking that out of “balanceness” and moving into a different stage 
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of life often creates chaos that takes people by surprise. It’s one thing to be out of balance 
financially with a job; it’s another thing altogether to be out of balance in the same way and then 
suddenly lose a job. As you move from stage to stage to stage in life, the ramifications and the 
implications and the consequences of not being balanced in your personal finances takes on a 
completely different meaning and oftentimes surprises people by what they feel and what they 
experience. 
 
 You can be out of balance in lots of different ways. You may be an out of balance person 
and it is very easy for you to hoard money; I mean you are like a saver; like an off the chart 
saver; it is very difficult for you to be generous when you know you need to be generous. You 
may be out of balance and it’s very, very easy for you to spend but it seems to be almost 
impossible for you to save. You may be an out of balance person where you are constantly 
presuming on the future; that means well, I know I am going to get the bonus this year so it’s OK 
if we do that; I know I’m going to get a raise next year so it’s OK if I do that; I know I’m going 
to work past 65 so it’s OK if we do that; I’m secure in my job. In other words, you just presume 
on the future, but it’s very difficult for you to plan for the future. The expressions of being out of 
balance are as varied as our personalities, and oftentimes the way we were raised and our 
personalities determine our view of money and how we manage our personal finances. So being 
out of balance for one person may look different for another. And let’s face it; we tend to be 
critical of the people who aren’t like us. You have said well, you know, they have so much 
money; they need to learn to enjoy their money like I have learned to enjoy mine. You know 
what? They need to save more; they are not very good planners the way I plan/hoard money for 
me and it’s so easy to be critical. But, as we are going to see, being out of balance financially 
looks a lot of different ways for a lot of different people. 
 
 Here is sort of the surprise in all of this. This may not be where you think we are going, 
but this sort of sets us up for the next few weeks. The more money you have the easier it is to be 
out of balance and to stay out of balance. The more you have the easier it is to be out of balance. 
You see, anytime we have extra of anything, we tend to be less disciplined with it. Being 
undisciplined with our money, whether it’s the way we use debt, the way we spend, the way we 
give, the way we save, the way we plan or don’t plan; whenever there is extra and whenever 
there is a lack of discipline, we always move toward being unbalanced. We lose sight of the 
thing we need to stay focused on; we forget how important it is to make constant adjustments, 
constant adjustments, constant adjustments, and as we are going to talk about next week, we 
forget why in the world we have anything to manage in the first place. So that’s why for the next 
few weeks we are going to talk about what it looks like and what it means to be balanced with 
our personal finances. 
 
 Now, you may be asking this question and maybe this is just a handful of you, but I feel 
like I need to address this. The question that anytime I talk about money in church I feel like a 
question somebody is asking is why are we talking about this in church. I mean so far everything 
you have said sounds like something Clark Howard would say, and if I missed Clark Howard I 
can tune into Dave Ramsey; I mean he is going to tell me the same stuff, so you know, we can 
get this information other places. Why would you spend so much time talking about money and 
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personal finances in church? And, here’s the reason, as you read the Old or the New Testament 
or the Old and the New Testament, here’s what you will discover. God has said so much in the 
Bible about money that it is impossible to be out of balance financially, and by that I mean 
you’re making bad financial decisions and misusing debt or you become way, way more 
discontent than you should be and it is driving your purchasing not because of something that has 
happened to you, but because of decisions you are making. Anybody who is out of balance 
proactively financially is also out of balance in his relationship with his heavenly Father. 
Specifically, as a Christian, let me say it this way: You can’t be a follower of Jesus Christ and 
stay out of balance and mishandle your personal finances. 
 
 Now this isn’t just a Christian thing. In all the world’s religions where there is something 
documented about worshipping a particular God or being a part of a particular religion; in all 
world religions, all the main world religions, there are statements made about money. You can’t 
be a devout anything really and be out of balance financially because every religious system 
addresses the way we manage our money. You can’t be a devout follower of any God and say 
my money is over here and the God part of my life is over here. No system allows that. But more 
than any system Christianity doesn’t allow that because God through the Old and New 
Testament has said so much about personal finance. You can’t be in sync with your heavenly 
Father and upside down financially because of decisions you continue to make. To follow God, 
the God of the Bible, to follow Jesus of the New Testament, means that we have to bring our 
personal finances and get them in sync with the teachings of the Scripture and with the teachings 
of our Savior.  
 
 Now a little more push back. You may be a person that says it and I totally can 
understand this, you may be a person that says, now wait a minute, OK Andy? I think God and 
money is a little bit like God and politics. They just should be separate. I mean, I’m all for 
church and go to church and learn those crazy songs and boy I like that one that I knew, you 
know . . . I’m all for the religious part, but I think that just needs to stay in a little box on Sunday 
or maybe a weekend retreat or something, but I don’t think we can mix a discussion about God 
and money. Let me just say something to you if you ever have thought that. Chances are, you 
already mixed them. For example, if you have ever prayed that God would help you sell a house, 
you have already crossed that line. See, when you pray, “Oh God, I hope they like our house and 
I hope…” you know, even if it wasn’t a meaningful prayer, maybe it was a good luck prayer, you 
got a rabbits foot, Star of David and a cross and some beads and you are just trying to keep 
everybody out there happy; you’re not even sure there is a personal God but if you have even 
thought, if you even whispered, “Hello out there somebody, force of God you know, Luke 
Skywalker whatever is out there, I’m inviting you, I need something outside of me to help this 
deal to go through,” then what you have said is, I realize my need and I realize that if there is a 
God out there who can help me, I want his help to sell this house or to close this deal or to get 
this contract through or to make this sale. If you have ever whispered or thought a religious 
thought in connection with something you needed; something you wanted; something you hoped 
you could make the deal on; “God I know I don’t need a new car but God just give me wisdom 
and help that.” If you have ever thought or prayed any of those prayers, you have already crossed 
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the line. You have already mixed God and money and that’s OK. You can feel good about 
yourself because the Scripture is full of money talk. 
 
 Here’s something different about the Bible than some other religious literature, while the 
Bible does talk some about giving, that is not the majority of what the Bible says about money. 
There is far more in the Bible about how to manage money than there is about how to give 
money. So consequently, we are going to spend a few weeks talking about how to be balanced 
financially from the standpoint of what the Scripture teaches because God has so much to say on 
the subject. 
 
 Now today we are going to look at two verses. I am not going to ask you to turn to them; 
they are in different gospels. These are two things Jesus said, and if you get our workbook, these 
are the two verses that Lesson No. 1 focuses on in the workbook. And let me tell you about these 
two verses before we look at them. The first one, the first one is so brilliant. Even if you are not a 
God-Jesus-church person, this statement by Jesus is like when you see this and you think about it 
you are going to go, “You know what, that’s really true.” And what is amazing about this 
statement is Jesus said it 2,000 years ago and it as appropriate today in your life and my life as it 
was to the people in his generation. It’s sort of a general statement, a general principle that sets 
us up for this discussion. Here’s what Jesus said about money; you may have seen this before. 
This is from Matthew Chapter 6, the Sermon on the Mount. He says this: 
 
 Matthew 6:21 - For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also. 
 
Now you have to think about this. You may have heard this before. Where your treasure is, your 
treasure is your stuff, your money, your things. Jesus says this, wherever your treasure is, your 
heart follows which means if you want to know where my heart is, don’t judge my spirituality by 
the fact that I preach on Sunday morning. This is just a skill God has given me, an opportunity 
you have given me; don’t give me too much credit in this environment. If you really want to 
know where my heart is, you look at my check register and my American Express bill and my 
Visa statement; you look at Quicken if you want to know where Andy’s heart is. Yeah, but you 
should see Andy’s Bible, he’s got red and yellow and black and white and green and blue and 
it’s so used, and he just knows the Word of God. And God says eh, that’s just colored pencils. If 
you really want to know where Andy’s heart is, come over here and let’s boot up and get 
Quicken up and I can show you exactly where his heart is because his heart is where his stuff is, 
where his money goes. Jesus said that’s true of all of us.  
 
 Now I’ll tell you where you have experienced this on a personal level. Have you ever 
been in a relationship where you felt like you were competing with somebody’s stuff? You know 
you met this guy and he really liked you but where’s my car, and you went, “Oh I get it; you like 
me, but you love your car.” Have you ever felt like you were competing or somebody had a 
collection and it’s like no, no, no, don’t touch – I am kind of picking on the guys I know. Or, you 
had a gun and things were kind of tight financially. You know we could sell that gun; can’t sell 
my gun. “Say, honey, we have got to, you know, the kids need new shoes” . . . can’t sell my gun. 
It’s like so you love your gun you know and again if you pressed this, we don’t really love our 
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stuff, and I hate to even admit this, I have hurt people’s feelings, people’s feelings; I have hurt 
people’s feelings; I have jeopardized relationships because of a statement I made about stuff or 
selfishness. In fact for me, I kind of have a general rule and this is tough for me. I try not to ever 
purchase anything I wouldn’t loan out. I say, “OK, would you loan that to someone? No? OK 
then, you have the potential of loving that more than people.” That’s just me. Maybe that’s not 
for you. But if you have ever been in a relationship where you felt like you were competing with 
stuff, that’s what this verse is about. It’s as if God is saying through Jesus, “Look, I know that 
your heart is going to follow your stuff, and honestly I don’t want to compete with your stuff. I 
want your heart, and because I want your heart, and your heart tends to follow your stuff, then I 
want you to surrender all your stuff to me. Because once you surrender all your stuff and all your 
money and all your savings and all, all, all . . . once you surrender all of that to me, then I have 
your heart. I don’t want your money. I don’t want your stuff. I’m God. I can’t even wear that, 
OK? You ought to see my house, you know. I don’t need, I don’t need your stuff. I want your 
heart, and it is just a fact of life that your heart is going to follow your stuff, so I want you to 
surrender your personal finances to me.” Why? Because that’s where our hearts go. That is pretty 
powerful. That is pretty powerful. 
 
 Now the next statement Jesus makes, this is in the Book of Luke. When you read this one 
you kind of go I don’t know about that one. This is kind of the “wait a minute let me think about 
it first.” But as you think about it— this is so true and it’s so powerful and it sets up tension that 
every single person here who is a God follower or if you are a Christian and you are following 
Jesus, every one of us has felt this tension at some point. Listen to what Jesus says. This is Luke 
Chapter 16, Verse 13: 
 
 Verse 13: No one (that would be us) can serve two masters. Either he will hate the one 
and love the other, or you will be devoted to the one and despise the other. [Summary statement] 
You cannot serve both God and Money. 
 
Now I think you know, first glance you think you got it wrong. “Jesus, don’t you mean you can’t 
serve God and the devil, isn’t that the proper contrast? God or the devil? Isn’t this some kind of 
spiritual ethereal thing out there, the devil made me do it, you know, that must have been Satan. 
Is it the conflict that I face every day, God and the devil?” Jesus would say no, the conflict that 
you face and struggle with everyday is God and your stuff. You are going to have a master and 
he would say to you and he would say to me maybe more to us than some other people in the 
world, the struggle and the tension you would face is who is going to be your ruler. Are you 
going to serve your stuff, are you going to serve your accumulation of wealth, are you going to 
serve protecting your stuff and insuring your stuff and having more stuff and making sure your 
kids have enough stuff, your grandkids can have enough stuff? Are you going to serve stuff and 
hope that I will help you or are you to going to serve and surrender to me? You can’t have it both 
ways. That is the tension that will never, ever, ever go away. And what – and this is so great – 
and your heavenly Father and my heavenly Father has invited us into a relationship where we 
make our love for our stuff subservient to our love and our devotion to him. And that every 
single day we make the decision, you know, I kind of like my stuff and I like new stuff and I 
want to save and I want to retire and I want, I want, I want. I love and I love. It’s shiny and new 
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and all that is going on . . . but at the end of the day, God, I want you to know, all those desires, 
all that discontentment, all the “I want and I need and what if and I’m afraid,” every day of my 
life I am going to bring that and I am going to lay that out for you. I am going to surrender that to 
you because I don’t want to spend the rest of my life serving stuff and trying to get you to help 
me.  
 
 How many times—don’t raise your hand if you have done this—probably all of us have 
asked God to help us make a bad financial decision. Right? I mean you are buying this thing and 
you are thinking, “You know, I really shouldn’t have this, but God help me to get it. And God, I 
know we shouldn’t, and I know it is going to put us too close, and I know we’re going to squeeze 
our margin,” and we actually say, “God, would you help me as I serve my stuff?” Now maybe 
that’s not your experience, but those are kind of those whisper prayers. We don’t pray them out 
loud and you have even made promises to God; “God, I know I shouldn’t do this, but if this 
works out, here’s what I’ll do for you.” God is going, “Oh, thank you; that is so helpful to me, 
you are going to do what?” So again, this is a constant, constant, constant, constant tension, and 
when the acquisition and the pursuit of stuff becomes our master, you are immediately, as we are 
going to see next week, you are out of balance.  
 
 Now one more thing about Jesus and I love this. If you are really kind of resisting the 
church and God right now and you really are resisting preachers because you knew a preacher 
once and he did some crazy things or you went to a church where they were always after your 
money, I understand that. But don’t discount Jesus, because let me tell you about what Jesus did 
about money. As far as I can tell, and I challenge you to search this for yourself, I can’t find one 
single example of Jesus ever asking for money. OK? You say, well, Andy, why do you do it? 
Because I’m not Jesus. OK? And I think it is good to have the light bill paid and the lawn mowed 
and missionaries and all of that. OK. But here’s the great thing, you can discount me and never 
come back to church; here’s the great thing about Jesus and this is why you can trust Jesus when 
it comes to money. He never asked anybody for money. The only exception I could find was one 
time he was doing an illustration, you remember this and he needed a coin and he says, “Does 
anybody have a coin?” and somebody gave him a coin and he said you know, “Who is on the 
front? Well that is Caesar; well give this to Caesar and give what’s God’s to God,” and then the 
best I can tell, I think he gave the coin back. Here you go.  
 
 You can trust Jesus when it comes to money because this is what I want you to hear; 
Jesus doesn’t want to get your money. Jesus wants to make sure your money doesn’t get you. 
God doesn’t want to have your stuff; God wants to make sure your stuff doesn’t have you 
because when your stuff has you guess who you are serving? You are serving stuff and you are 
trying to get the God of the universe to help you serve the wrong thing and the wrong person. If 
you are in a marriage where you are constantly arguing about money, here’s my prediction about 
your relationship. Or maybe you’re engaged and you are already arguing about money; it is 
because somebody in that relationship, maybe both of you are serving stuff. And when you serve 
stuff, even though stuff is your master, it’s not a master that makes you content. It’s not a master 
under whose authority you can relax. There is constant tension over money when you are serving 
money. But when a man and a woman come together and decide, “You know what, we’re 
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surrendering every element of our lives, every arena of our lives, including our finances to our 
heavenly Father, where we are sharing the same value system, the same perspective on life. We 
understand in the same way what is important and what is not, even though we have a different 
approach, even though we have different personalities, we don’t have to argue over pieces of 
paper with pictures of dead presidents.” What a ridiculous thing to mess your marriage up over. 
But when you serve money with somebody serving money, there is always going to be conflict 
because you are out of balance. So, that is why we are going to talk about this the next few 
weeks. 
 
 Now, here’s what I want to do real quick. I want to give you your assignment for next 
week. Here’s what I want you to do and don’t tell anybody this OK, you can’t let this leave the 
room. I want you to spy just for this next week, I want you to spy, I want you to act like a private 
investigator, and I want you to spy on your money. I want you to watch it. I want you to see 
where it goes and I want you to takes notes; I want you to keep a detailed record of where all 
your money went this week. I want to tell you why this is important. One of the laws of balance 
is you have to have the right reference point. Now if you don’t believe me just trust me and try 
this for a week. The proper reference point for managing money, the thing you have to keep your 
eye on at all times is where is it going, where is it going, where is it going?  You need to know 
where all your money goes. OK. Let me say it this way: you need to be knowing where all your 
money is going. And I want you to repeat this after me. I need to be knowing where all my 
money is going. For the rest of your life you never take your eye off where your money is going. 
That’s the point of reference for the rest of your personal financial life. You say, “Well Andy, 
that doesn’t sound very spiritual; I thought I should be focused on Jesus“ OK focus on Jesus but 
in terms of your financial world, you never take your eye off where your money is going and I’ll 
tell you why. This is a very spiritual decision. OK. A very spiritual decision. Because as we are 
going to discover, it’s not your money. It’s God’s. You are managing somebody else’s wealth, 
and when you manage somebody else’s wealth, you better know where it goes. If I sat down with 
a financial planner and I said, “Hey, you know, where are my investments?” and he said, “Well, 
you know I’m not like a really organized person so I don’t really keep track of all that but it 
seems like . . .” I’m telling you, as soon as the financial planner says to you it seems like, it is 
time to find another financial planner. Financial planners aren’t supposed to it seems like where 
your money went. They are supposed to never ever take their eyes off that; they know exactly 
where it is. It is the only way for you to maintain financial balance. It’s the only way for 
somebody to help you maintain financial balance. 
 
 So here’s what we are all going to do. We are going to spy on our money for a week. If 
you got one of these books, this is very simple and I know you can’t read it from there. We have 
some pages in the back that simply have a date, a description and amount. I want you to write 
down on everything you spend for a week. Now, if you use a computer, Quicken is way better. If 
you go to Quicken—and this is what Sandra and I do, I highly recommend this—you go to 
Quicken and regardless of whether you use it for checking or whatever, you open up a new 
account and you just open up a cash account on Quicken. You just go to new and hit new and it 
will give you about twenty options and you hit cash account. And, up in the top where it says 
balance, you get to make up a balance because this isn’t keeping track of what you have, this is 
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keeping track of where it is going. So go ahead and put $20 million in there. Twenty million 
bucks just to see what that looks like or $15 million or $1 million. It doesn’t matter because this 
isn’t about what you have; this is about where it is going. And then for the rest of the week, at 
the end of the day, you put in you know $4.95 Starbucks; $1.25 Krispy Kreme, you know 
wherever it is going. Here is what I made, here is where it went; here is where it went, because 
you are going to start keeping track of where your money is going.  
 
 Now, the last thing . . . whenever I suggest this, every single time, and I’m in a group, 
here’s what the men say, “Well, I get a statement at the end of the month you know, where all 
my money is going for American Express.” That doesn’t count. That’s the bank keeping track of 
where all your money is going. They are really good at this. OK. I want you to keep track and I 
don’t want you to have a monthly “Well, look a there” because it looks like it’s working. I want 
you to be actively, just like a financial planner, just like a private investigator, I want you to be 
actively involved in somehow electronically or on a piece of paper tracking where your money is 
going. Now let me tell you how powerful this is. When Sandra and I were first married, 
somebody said you should put together a budget, and I thought that was a complete waste of 
time. How can you put together a budget when you are first married when you have never been 
married? So I knew that was an exercise in futility so we didn’t have a budget. We spent three 
months and we just saved all our receipts. It made a lot more sense; saved all receipts for three or 
four months; went to somebody’s lake house, dumped them out on the table, and there was what 
we actually spent to live together in three or four months. There it was.  
 

It wasn’t a guess. It wasn’t a silly budget where I’m trying to guess. There it actually was, 
and from there we created an expectation of where our money is going and from day one—we 
have been married twenty years now—for twenty years we have tracked where every single 
dollar we have ever made has gone. And we have done it together on a ledger sheet before we 
had a computer, which was a real pain, but we did it anyway. And at the end of the year, we 
added up all this stuff you know, and then Quicken came along. We just did what I explained to 
you and you know every other day or so I enter mine. She enters hers and at the end of every 
week or every two weeks, we keep all our receipts and we have one snapshot of where every 
dollar has ever gone. And you know what? We have never in twenty years ever had an argument 
about money because we’re so godly. No. It’s because you don’t have to argue when there’s no 
question about where it went. You know where it goes and you know what? If I know she’s 
going to know where it goes, then every once in a while I’m going, if I’m trying to keep secrets 
then it probably doesn’t need to be spent anyway. Right? There are no secrets in our marriage 
about money. For twenty years, we have been doing that. 
 
 I just want you to do it for seven days. Now listen, I’m not asking you to do this because 
it’s going to help you financially, I’m asking you to do this because you’re managing money and 
you should do this. You should spy on your money. Now one last thing; then I am going to wrap 
up. If you are a high school student or you are a college student, I cannot tell you how valuable 
this exercise is. “Well,” you say, “I don’t even have any money.” This is the time to start. “Well 
I’m just using my parents’ money.” This is the time to start and especially if you are in college 
because when you are in college, every once in a while you want your parents to give you more 
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money. Right? Let me tell you a secret. Just don’t let them hear this until you have got this 
going. You start keeping a detailed record of where all your money goes and the next time you 
need money you come home and say, “Mom, dad, let me just show you something,” and flip 
over to page three, “OK, here is where every single dollar I spent that you have loaned me and 
given me has gone. I need more money,” and you flip that baby around and they have never even 
done this. You have kept such a great detailed account of where your money has gone; how 
much easier is it going to be for them to give you more money? The reason they resist is because 
you can’t tell them where what they already gave you went. I need more and in a marriage, this 
happens all the time. I need more; well what did you do with what you had? I don’t know. It’s 
none of your business, and then you know, that’s helpful right? So even as a college student, 
even though—listen, this is so important—you say, “But Andy, I’m in college; it’s not even my 
money.”  
 

It will never be your money . . . ever. Have you ever noticed at a funeral how all caskets 
are pretty much about the same size? They are just kind of big enough for the body. It’s not 
yours. We’ll talk about that later. All I am saying is I want to challenge you this week. Would 
you spy on your money? Either write it down—do this as a couple, you know, Quicken or 
whatever planner you use—but would you create a single place where not just your credit card 
and not just your cash card—you know I use a cash card and at the end of every two or three 
days I go home and I just transfer all of that over, and it does it automatically with Quicken right 
onto that ledger sheet where everything we spend—at the end of the year we know where it all 
went, and it is just awesome. Would you please, because I’m telling you, the proper reference 
point, the proper reference point for your personal finances is where is it going, where is it going, 
where is it going? You can never ever lose sight of that. That’s the number one law of balance. 
That’s how you stay balanced. 
 
 Now let me conclude this way. There is no gotcha in this series. There is not a gotcha, 
there is not a, “And now I’m”  – there’s no capital campaign, there’s no offering after the 
service, there’s no you know – there’s no gotcha. In these next six weeks, I don’t want anything 
from you. As your pastor, I want something for you. Do you know what I want for you? I want 
you to surrender this arena of your life to your heavenly Father like I want you to surrender every 
area. I want you to surrender your finances to your heavenly Father, and when you do, you will 
start being balanced. And you know what else I want for you? I want you to have the freedom 
financially to obey God, and some of you can’t obey God because of this financial situation you 
are in of your own making. You feel generous thoughts toward organizations and children and 
hospitals and what is going on around the world, and you feel so generous but you can’t act on 
your own generosity because you’re so strapped with debt and living the lifestyle you can’t 
really afford. And I want you to be obedient to obey God in what you do with your time. Some 
of you can’t even afford to take a vacation time and go on a mission trip or do something you 
feel called to do because you got a couple of jobs and you would say, “Yeah, the economy is 
bad,” but these habits you have now, they started a long time ago. 
 
 I am going to tell you a story in two weeks about something that happened to me and 
Sandra that just reiterates the importance of being in a place financially where God, where he 
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begins to prompt you to do something, finances are not a barrier to what God wants you to do. 
That’s what I want for you. I want you to be financially free. Not free to do whatever you want; 
free to do what your heavenly Father has called you to do. That is the only place you will find 
contentment in the arena of personal finances. And at the end of the day I want us to all be 
balanced; balanced isn’t boring; balanced is liberating. Liberating because we enjoy what we 
have more; we are generous where we want to be generous, and it takes off a level of stress and a 
layer of stress in our personal relationships and in our relationship with the world and the people 
around us. So, I want you to come back. I want you to do some of these exercises. I want you to 
get in a small group if you are not in one, and for the next six weeks let’s say, “God, just pour 
truth over me and then give me the courage and the wisdom to know what to do with what I have 
heard.” Would you do that? This week you are all going to spy on your money. Got that? 
 
 All right, let’s pray together.  
 
 
 


